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× support COVID-19 See below the Chicago O'Hare Terminal Map: O'Hare Map × COVID-19 Support Chicago O'Hare Airport has four terminals: Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and Terminal 5. That's right, there's no Terminal 4 at the moment. However, Between 1984 and 1993, Terminal 4 was built, which served as
an international terminal. After the opening of Terminal 5, this place was turned into a ground transport hub of the airport. It is likely that Terminal 4 will make a second appearance as part of future O'Hare expansion projects. The O'Hara Terminal maps below all can be misered more. Click on the images to zoom in.
O'Hara Terminal 1 Map O'Hara Terminal 2 Map O'Hara Terminal 3 Map O'Hara Terminal 5 Map O'Hara Terminal Download O'Hara Terminal Maps You can download The Chicago O'Hare Terminal Card on this page as separate PDF files: Terminal 1 - Chicago O'Malley Airport Jara (pdf) Terminal 2 - Chicago O'Hare
Airport (pdf) Terminal 3 - Chicago O'Hare Airport (pdf) Terminal 5 - Chicago O'Hare Airport (pdf) Below are listed carriers O'Hare under the terminal of O'Hare Airport, where they are located. O'Hara Terminal 1 Airlines All Nippon Airways (ANA) - (only departures) Lufthansa - (only departures) Ted United - (domestic;
Only International Departures) United Express - (all check-in and baggage claim) O'Hara Terminal 2 Air Canada Continental Express JetBlue Airways Northwest Airlink United Airlines United Express - (check-in and baggage clearance in Terminal 1) US Airways International Departures only) American Delta Eagle Delta
Connection (Comair) Iberia - (only departures) Spirit Airlines O'Hare Airlines Air Jamaica Alitalia All Nippon Airways (ANA) American (International Arrival Only) Asiana Austrian Airlines bmi British Airways Cayman Airways Iberia (arrival only) Japan Airlines (JAL) KLM Royal Dutch Korean Air Polish Lufthansa (arrival
only) Mexicana Royal Jordanian SAS Swiss TACA Turkish Airlines United (international arrivals only) U.S. 3000 Virgin Atlantic O'Hare International Airport semi-circle terminal : Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and International Terminal 5. All terminals offer lower-level access to ground transport from the side of the
front (Airport Express, car rental, taxi, charter buses, commuter and reserved taxis, reserved limousines). The level of the pedestrian tunnel connects to other terminals, as well as to the main garage in the center, with the bus/shuttle center on level 1 and the Hilton Hotel in front of it. The airport transit station (ATS)
connects to the Airport Transit system, above the top level of the roadway. Terminal 1Terminal 1 in Chicago O'™Har served by All Nippon. Lufthansa and United Airlines also serve departures. To meet the banking needs of passengers, there are currency services available at the gates of C18 and B9. There are several
ATMs located inside the terminal as well. The mother's rooms can be found inside Hall B at the gates of the B10. To better navigate, you can see a map of Terminal 1 ™ about Chicago O'Hare Airport. Terminal 2Terminal 2 is served by Air Canada, Alaska Airlines, Delta and Delta Shuttle, and JetBlue.To meet the
banking needs of passengers, there is Seaway baking and currency services available inside the main hall. There are several ATMs located inside the terminal as well. The mother rooms can be found inside Hall F on a crossover between the E5 and F9 gates. To better navigate, see the MAP ORD - Terminal 2. Terminal
3Terminal 3 is operated by Air Choice One, Boutique Air, Cape Air and Spirit Airlines. Iberia Airlines and Japan Airlines (JAL) operate flights, while American Airlines operates flights and international flights. To meet the banking needs of passengers, there are currency services available at the K11 gate. There are several
ATMs located inside the terminal as well. The mother's rooms can be found in the rotunda, next to the yoga room and the city garden, as well as inside Hall L at the L6 Gate. This terminal also has an animal assistance zone (SARA) in the rotunda near the K1 gate. To better navigate, see the map of Chicago Ohara -
Terminal 3. International Terminal 5Terminal 5 is operated by Aer Lingus, AeroMexico, Air France, Air India, Air New ealand, Alitalia, All Nippon, Austrian Airlines, British Airways, Cathay Pacific Airways, China Eastern Airlines, Copa Airlines, EVA Air, Emirates, Ethiopian Airlines, Etihad Airways, Finnair, Airlines Frontier,
Hainan Airlines, Icelandair, Interjet Airlines, KLM Royal, Scandinavian Airlines (SAS), Iberia, Lufthansa and Japan Airlines (JAL) also serve arrivals, while United Airlines also serves international flights. To meet the banking needs of passengers, there is Seaway baking at a lower level and currency services available at
both levels. There are several ATMs located inside the terminal as well. Mother rooms can be found inside The M at the M boarding gate of the M14 to better navigate, see the map of the airport ORD - Terminal 5. Food, Shopping and Amenities there are many options for shopping and restaurants around the ORD
airport. Some famous shops and restaurants include Brookstone, ™ America and Berghoff Cafe in Terminal 1; Duty free shop, Argo tea and ™ too in Terminal 2; Brighton, Bubbles Wine Bar and Gold Coast In Terminal 3; and Dufry, Big Bowl and Burger King at International Terminal 5. Security checkpoints at ORD
airport are monitored by the Federal Transportation Security Administration of the TSA. Only passengers with tickets can go outside any of the checkpoints. All checkpoints provide access to the halls and gates of the aircraft. To reduce waiting times at the airport, passengers are provided with automated passport control
or global entry services that allow them to miss long queues. With the possibility of mobile passport control, passengers can have customs clearance through a mobile app. Hours and waiting times for assessments for each security checkpoint can be found at Chicago Oz ™Har Airport Security Wait Times Page.Airline
Lounges there are numerous airline lounges in all airport terminals. Terminal 1 has United (United Club) at the gates of B6, B18 and C16, and United Polaris Lounge at the gates of C18. Terminal 2 has Delta (Sky Club) at the gates of E6 and United (United Club) at the gate of F9. Finally, Terminal 3 has an
American/JAL/Iberia (Admiral Club) at the gates of the G8, L1 and H6/K6, as well as the American flagship hall at the gates of K6 and H6. For international passengers, International Terminal 5 has an AirFrance/KLM lounge at the M7 gate, a British Airways First Lounge at the M12 gate, a British Airways Terraces
Lounge near the M12 gate, an SAS Lounge near the M15 gate, a Swiss International/Austrian Lounge at the M8 gate, and a swissport Lounge gate on the M7. International Arrivals and Transfers For international passengers there is a separate terminal, International Terminal 5, details for which are mentioned above.
Terminal TipsPrint your boarding passes in advance or use electronic boarding passes to save time. Get all the information about baggage sizes, airline schedules, roadside pickup/disembarkation, or wheelchairs, before reaching the airport. Arrival 02 hours before departure for all domestic airlines and 03 hours in
advance for all international flights. Check and examine the ORD terminal map before you arrive at the airport. There are no storage facilities at the airport. Smoking is not allowed inside the airport terminals, but you can find designated smoking spaces outside the airport terminals. Contact the airline concerned for the
required protocol or specific requirement if you are travelling with a minor or elderly person. Below is a map of chicago O'Hare Airport terminal. We hope this map will make your travel experience a little easier. Please show all the information before making travel bookings as Chicago O'Hare Airport Terminal information
may have changed. PREVIOUS IMAGE NEXT IMAGE O'Hare Airport is northwest of Chicago. The Chicago Loop (downtown) is 17 km away. CTA (Chicago Transit Administration) Blue Line Line provide frequent service from O'Hare Airport to the city centre in 45-50 minutes. Hilton Chicago O'Hare is located at the
airport and close to Terminal 2. Terminal 1: 53 Gate at 2 Halls Terminal 2: 30 Gates at 2 Hall Terminal 3: 77 Gates at 4 Halls Terminal 5: 21 Gate to 1 Room Terminal 5 handles all international arrivals Click to see the great description: This map shows parking, information centers, baggage claim, charging stations,
museums, elevators, car rental, hotel information, services, toilets, , bus shuttle centers, CTA, Metro station in terminal O'Hare Airport 3. Terminal 1 is an internal terminal and has halls B and C. All domestic and international Bu United flights operate in this terminal. The terminal consists of 55 gates, divided into two halls.
Halls B and C are parallel to each other, while C is a satellite terminal with gates on all sides. An underground pedestrian tunnel connects two halls near the terminal. Room B in Terminal One has two levels: the upper level with direct connection to the carriageway and departures and with the airport Transit (ATS)
system. The lower level is home to ground transport. Hall B has the following gates: B1-B12, B14, B16, B16A, B17, B17A, B18-B24. Hall C in Terminal 1 has gates: C1-C10, C10A, C11, C15, C16, C16A, C17, C18, C18A, C19-C31. Terminal 2 Terminal 2 is also an internal terminal consisting of halls E and F. Terminal 2
has three levels: mezzanine level (USO), Upper and Lower Levels. The upper level of communication with Terminal 1, Terminal 3 and Rotunda and has a direct connection to the airport transit system (ATS). There are departures and halls. The lower level of the terminal is home to the baggage claim area and ground
transport. There is a main garage lot A. Room E in the terminal there is an E1-E17 gate and hosts Delta Sky Club. Hall F has gates F1-F12, F14-F17, F19-F23, F24, F25 and hosts the United Club.  Terminal 3 Terminal 3 is an internal terminal with halls G, H, K and L. The terminal consists of three levels. Departures, the
main hall, the airport transport system and the roadway are on the upper level. Arrival, baggage claim, meters and ground transport are located at the lower level of the terminal. There is also a pedestrian-level tunnel that connects Terminal 3 to Terminal 2 and Terminal 1. Hall G consists of G1A, G1B, G2A, G2B, G3-G5,
G6A, G6B, G7-G14, G14A, G15. Hall H has an H1 gate to H18. Hall K has gates K1-K5, K6A, K6B, K7-K17. Hall L has gates L1, L2A, L2B, L3-L5, L6A, L6B, L7-L9, L10A, L10B, L10C, L11, L11a and L11b. Terminal 5 Terminal 5 is the only international terminal at the airport. After the completion of repair work in 2014,
the terminal became the largest international In the United States. The terminal consists of a baggage level that accepts arrivals and baggage claim 3A to 3, as well as an ATS station and ticket level, which is the level of departures involving ticket offices 5B to 5F. Terminal 5 has one lounge - Hall M and 21 gates. Gate.
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